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Performance of Hardware Accelerated Particle Swarm 
Optimization with Digital Pheromones on Dissimilar 
Computing Platforms 
Vijay Kalivarapu* and Eliot Winer† 
Virtual Reality Applications Center, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011, USA 
Programmable Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have lately become promising means 
to perform scientific computations. When appropriately formulated, population based 
algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) can leverage the data parallel 
architecture of GPUs dramatically improving the solution efficiency characteristics. Prior 
work by the authors demonstrated the feasibility for using GPUs for solving multi-
dimensional optimization problems with digital pheromones in PSO using OpenGL Shading 
Language (GLSL). However, the programmability of GPUs in recent years fostered the 
development of a variety of programming languages making it challenging to select a 
computing language and use it consistently without the pitfall of being obsolete or unstable. 
This especially applies to design industries that aim at reducing investment and maintenance 
costs on high performance computing and training their designers to use such equipment. 
Although different GPU computing languages are available, some hardware specific 
languages are designed to rake in performance boosts when used with their host GPUs (e.g., 
Nvidia CUDA). On the other hand, a few are operating system specific (e.g., HLSL). A few 
are platform agnostic lending themselves to be used on a workstation with any CPU and a 
GPU (e.g., GLSL, OpenCL). This paper attempts to compare the performance of digital 
pheromone PSO when implemented on different GPU computing languages. 
Recommendations will be made on a viable platform for searching multi-dimensional design 
spaces. In other words, the paper aims to be a useful resource for designers aspiring for 
using GPUs in their optimization processes. 
I. Introduction 
article Swarm Optimization (PSO) 1,2 is a population based heuristic method retaining many characteristics of 
evolutionary search algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms and Simulated Annealing. It is a recent addition to 
global search methods 3 and one of its key features is its simplicity in implementation due to a small number of 
parameters to adjust 4, 5. In a regular PSO, an initial randomly generated population swarm (a collection of particles) 
propagates towards the global optimum over a series of iterations. Each particle in the swarm explores the design 
space based on the information provided by two members – the best position of a swarm member in its history trail 
(pBest), and the best position attained by all particles (gBest) until that iteration. This information is used to generate 
a velocity vector indicating a search direction towards a promising design point, and the location of each swarm 
member is updated. 
 
 The drawback of this approach is that information from these two members alone is not sufficient for the swarm 
to propagate toward the global optimum efficiently. This either could cause the swarm to lock into a local minimum 
or take a long time to approach the global optimum. Previous work by the authors demonstrated promising 
performance improvement of PSO in terms of increased solution efficiency, accuracy, and reliability through 
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2 
implementing digital pheromones in PSO 6, 7 in both single and parallel computing environments using a traditional 
CPU. A quantitative assessment has also been made through statistical hypothesis testing 8. 
 
 Commodity GPUs were fixed functional and traditionally used for visualization purposes. However, the advent 
of programmable graphics hardware has unleashed a promising potential for scientific computing. Researchers and 
developers have begun to harness GPUs for general-purpose computation under a collective effort known as the 
GPGPU (General-Purpose Computation using Graphics Hardware) 9. A tremendous amount of success has already 
been achieved in areas such as: a) computational geometry 10-13, b) geographic information systems 14, c) medical 
and bio-medical applications 15, and e) solving dense linear systems 16. For their low cost and ubiquitous availability, 
GPUs have a superior processing architecture when compared to modern CPUs, and thus presents a tremendous 
opportunity for implementing optimization algorithms appropriate for GPUs. 
 
 GPUs are data parallel in nature, meaning that they can be utilized best when a single instruction can be 
performed on multiple data. Additionally, computations on GPUs are most efficient when access to system memory 
is minimal thereby reducing bandwidth latencies. These requirements entail an algorithm to be appropriately 
formulated for GPU operations. Previously, the authors have successfully developed a GPU model using OpenGL 
Shading Language (GLSL) 17 and realized substantial gains in solution efficiencies 18. Although GLSL is cross 
platform compatible and works well on GPUs manufactured by different hardware vendors, the programming syntax 
is quite graphics in context. That means designers using GLSL will require some knowledge of computer graphics 
terminology before being able to realize any performance benefits from a GPU. Certain GPU programming 
language implementations are operating system specific (e.g., High Level Shading language19, Microsoft 
Accelerator20, etc) and the others are GPU vendor specific (e.g., NVIDIA CUDA) 21. Open Computing Language 
(OpenCL) 22 is a recently developed specification intended to unify different computing platforms such as the CPU 
and the GPU together, thereby making it inherently platform agnostic. Although there is a great promise for an open 
platform for high performance computing using OpenCL, it is a very new technology and not all computing 
hardware manufacturers support the specification yet. Given the diversity of different GPU programming languages, 
it will be a useful resource to compare and benchmark the performance of PSO with digital pheromones using a 
variety of computing languages to identify the best performer in terms of solution efficiency, accuracy and reliability 
characteristics. This is precisely what is achieved in this paper and the implementations are tested against a variety 
of multidimensional optimization problems. 
 
II. Background 
A. Particle Swarm Optimization 
PSO shares many characteristics of evolutionary search algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) and 
Simulated Annealing (SA) – a) Initialization with a population of random solutions, b) Design space search for 
optimum through updating generations and c) Update based on previous generations 23. The success of the algorithm 
has brought substantial attention among the research community in the recent past 24, 25. The working of the 
algorithm is based on a simplified social model similar to the swarming behavior exhibited by insects and birds. In 
this analogy, a swarm member uses its own memory and the behavior of the rest of the swarm to determine the 
suitable location of food (global optimum). The algorithm iteratively updates the direction of the swarm movement 
toward the global optimum. The mathematical formulation of the method is given in Equations (1) and (2). 
 
 (1) 
 (2) 
 (3) 
 
‘pBest’ represents the best position attained by a swarm member in its history trail, and ‘gBest’ represents the 
best position attained by the swarm in the entire iteration history. Equation (1), represents the velocity vector update 
of a traditional PSO method where randp() and randg() are random numbers generated between 0 and 1 each for 
pBest and gBest. c1 and c2 are confidence parameters. wi is called as the inertia weight 26, 27 and decreases in every 
iteration by a factor of λw, as represented in Equation (3). Equation (2) denotes the updated swarm location in the 
design space. 
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3 
In addition to the originally developed PSO algorithm, significant enhancements have been proposed such as: a) 
mutation factors for better design space exploration 28, 29, b) methods for constraint handling 30, 31, c) parallel 
implementation 32, 33, d) methods for solving multi-objective optimization problems 34, e) methods for solving mixed 
discrete, integer and continuous variables 35. 
 
B. Digital Pheromones 
Pheromones are chemical scents produced by insects to communicate with each other to find a suitable food 
source, nesting location, etc. The stronger the pheromone, the more the insects are attracted to the path. A digital 
pheromone is analogous to an insect generated pheromone in that they are the markers to determine whether or not 
an area is promising for further investigation. One of the well-known applications of digital pheromones is its use in 
the automatic adaptive swarm management of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) 36, 37. In this research, the UAVs 
are automatically guided towards a specific zone or target through releasing digital pheromones in a virtual 
environment, thereby reducing the requirement of humans physically controlling from ground stations. Other 
applications of digital pheromones include ant colony optimization for solving minimum cost paths in graphs 38, 39 
solving network communication problems 40. The concept of digital pheromones is considerably new 41 and has not 
yet been explored to its full potential for investigating n-dimensional design spaces for locating an optimum. 
 
In a regular PSO algorithm, the swarm movement obtains design space information from only two components – 
pBest and gBest. When coupled with an additional pheromone component, the swarm is essentially presented with 
more information for design space exploration and has a potential to reach the global optimum faster. 
 
C. Overview of Digital Pheromones in PSO 
In a basic PSO algorithm, the swarm movement is governed by the velocity vector computed in Eq (1). Each 
swarm member uses information from its previous best and the best member in the entire swarm at any iteration. 
However, multiple pheromones released by the swarm members could provide more information on promising 
locations within the design space when the information obtained from pBest and gBest are insufficient or inefficient.  
  
Figure 1 (a) Particle movement in a basic PSO, (b) Particle movement with digital pheromones 
 
Figure 1a displays a scenario of a swarm member’s movement whose direction is guided by pBest and gBest 
alone. If c1 >> c2, the particle is attracted primarily towards its personal best position. On the other hand, if c2 >> c1, 
the particle is strongly attracted to the gBest position. In the scenario dominated by c2, as presented in figure 1a, 
neither pBest nor gBest leads the swarm member to the global optimum, at the very least, not in this iteration adding 
additional computation to find the optimum. Figure 1b shows the effect of implementing digital pheromones into the 
velocity vector. An additional target pheromone component potentially causes the swarm member to result in a 
Resultant 
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Global Minimum 
pBest 
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Evaluate fitness value of each swarm member 
Store pBest and gBest 
Start Iterations 
Decay digital pheromones in the design space (if any) 
Populate particle swarm with random initial values 
Merge pheromones based on relative distance between each 
 
1st iteration? 
Find target pheromone toward which the swarm moves 
 
Update velocity vector and position of the swarm 
 
 
Converged? 
 
STOP! 
No Yes 
Randomly 
chosen 50% 
of swarm 
release 
pheromones Only improved particles release pheromones 
No 
Yes 
direction different from the combined influence of pBest and gBest thereby increasing the probability of finding the 
global optimum. 
 
 
Figure 2 Overview of PSO with Digital Pheromones 
 
 Figure 2 summarizes the general procedure for PSO, with steps involving digital pheromones highlighted. The 
method initialization is similar to a basic PSO except that 50% percent of the swarm within the design space is 
randomly selected to release pheromones in the first iteration. This parameter is user-defined, but experimentation 
has shown 50% to be a good default value. For subsequent iterations, each swarm member that realizes any 
improvement in the actual objective function value is allowed to release a pheromone. Pheromones from the current 
as well as the past iterations that are close to each other in terms of the design variable value are merged into a new 
pheromone location. Therefore, a pheromone pattern across the design space is created, while keeping the number of 
pheromones manageable. In addition, the digital pheromones are decayed every iteration just as natural pheromones. 
Based on the current pheromone level and its position relative to a particle, a ranking process is used to select a 
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5 
target pheromone for each particle in the swarm. This target position towards which a particle will be attracted is 
called the target pheromone and added as an additional velocity vector component to pBest and gBest. This 
procedure is continued until a prescribed convergence criterion is satisfied. A detailed account of this procedure is 
fully explained in the previous work by authors 42, and is not described in this paper to maintain conciseness. The 
new velocity vector update equation is shown in eq. (4). 
 
 
                            
(4) 
 
D. Feasibility of GPUs 
 
 Recently, technologies such as hyper threading and multi-core processing 43 have been the main drivers 
increasing CPU performance as opposed to the addition of more transistors onto a CPU chip. While hyper threading 
requires an additional burden on the programmer to develop thread-enabled code to realize performance 
improvements, multi-core processor improvement is only linearly related to the number of cores used on the 
processor chip. For example, a dual core processor can only increase the CPU performance by approximately a 
factor of two. However, commodity Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) or more commonly graphics cards, another 
proven and developing technology, is capable of improving computational performance more than ten times that of a 
modern CPU 44. For their price and ubiquitous availability, GPUs have a superior processing architecture when 
compared to modern CPUs. For example, a dual core processor has essentially two CPUs on one chip, but 
depending upon the type, GPUs can have greater than 24 processor cores. For example, an NVIDIA Quadro FX 
4600 GPU (used as one of the test bed in this research) has 96 CUDA cores 45. Similarly, one of the recent GTX 480 
GPU from NVIDIA encompasses 15 multiprocessors and 480 CUDA cores. In addition, GPUs are capable of 
supporting thousands of hardware threads as opposed to a maximum of 16 on a CPU. Early GPUs had fixed 
functionality that made them ideal for supporting visualization and gaming. Modern GPUs include improved 
programmable processing units and support vectorized floating point operations. The advent of programmable 
graphics hardware in recent years has unlocked the use of GPUs for purposes other than visualization to enable CPU 
type operations to be performed. GPUs offer distinct advantages to any process involving large amounts of 
computation as they are now: 1) programmable, 2) priced significantly less than a high performance CPU, 3) data 
parallel in architecture, 4) highly threaded, and 5) good at reducing main memory access costs. 
 
Studies have shown that GPUs exceed the number of floating point operations per second and memory 
bandwidth on comparable CPUs. For example, Intel’s is set to release a six-core Westmere processor later this year 
that is rated at a theoretical 200 GFLOPS (Giga-Floating Point Operations) with ~35 GB/sec of memory bandwidth 
as opposed to an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480 GPU that peaks at 1300 GLOPS with ~180 GB/sec of memory 
bandwidth 45. This is almost 550% improvement in floating point operations. The technological advancements in 
GPU hardware have been predicted to follow a pace equal to three-times that of Moore’s law. In addition, most 
computers and workstations currently have a GPU. These performance gains could be instantly realized without the 
need to purchase additional hardware. If a computer is lacking a GPU, a robust graphics card can be purchased for 
as little as $100-$400 to acquire tremendous processing power. 
 
Figure 3 compares the performance curves of GPUs (NVIDIA) versus CPUs (Intel) in recent years. If these 
performance gains could be harnessed either on a single computer, a cluster, or a network of workstations (common 
in many companies and academic institutions), problems currently requiring enormous computational resources 
could be solved on commodity hardware. As identified in the introduction, large-scale, multi-objective optimization 
offers tremendous benefits to companies and researchers, if they have access to immense computational resources. 
By taking advantage of the power of GPUs, a new source of resources, already available, can become practically 
usable. 
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Figure 3 Floating point operation increase of GPUs and CPUs in the recent past 
(Figure Courtesy: OpenCL programming guide 45) 
 
The increased floating-point capability on a GPU when compared to a CPU comes from that the GPU is 
specialized for compute-intensive parallel tasks, specifically Single Input Multiple Data (SIMD) operations. Since 
the same program is executed on different data elements, the requirement for sophisticated flow control in a program 
is widely reduced. Therefore, more number of transistors on a GPU are utilized for data processing than data 
caching. Since programs executed on different data capable of doing arithmetic operations on a GPU, access to 
memory on the host machine can also be hidden. That means, many computations can be performed on the GPU 
without having to rely on the CPU host. 
 
The programming component of GPUs initially was graphics in context containing vertex shaders and fragment 
shaders (also called pixel shaders). In graphics terminology, vertex shaders handle transformation of vertices of an 
object and fragment shaders handle computing the pixel color values that fill the screen. Initially, graphics 
programmers created low-level (fine control) vertex and fragment shaders to achieve these tasks. However, due to 
the tediousness involved in programming with these shaders and limited flexibility in terms of debugging and code 
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7 
re-use, low-level shader programming is not a preferred method for graphics programming. High-level shading 
languages, which incorporate several low-level function calls into easier to use functions, are now available, which 
solve the rigid low-level programming issues. The function of a shading language is to compile a shader program 
into individual vertex and/or fragment components and perform required computations before rendering images on 
the screen. Even though these operations were designed to create realistic computer graphics, they are still 
mathematical. If it is understood what mathematics are being performed, the data placed in a texture can be 
multiplied, divided, or subjected to other complex mathematical operations. A variety of GPU programming 
languages have been developed including Cg46, GLSL17, HLSL19, Sh 47, and Ashli 48. These languages are quite 
graphics specific, so the terminology used in programming follow the mapping constructs to CPU programming 
given in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Terminology used for mapping CPU algorithms to the GPU 
CPU GPU 
Arrays or streams Textures 
Parallel loops Quads 
Loop body Vertex + fragment program 
Output arrays Render targets 
Memory read Texture fetch (gather) 
Memory write Framebuffer write (scatter) 
 
These shader languages adopt a C/C++ style of programming syntax. However, the pitfall of using the above 
mentioned programming languages lie in the fact that it takes understanding graphics concepts before being able to 
implement for general-purpose computations. Other high-level programming languages have emerged in recent 
years that focus more on the GPGPU functionality as opposed to graphics specific constructs. Some such languages 
are Brook 49, Scout 50, Microsoft Accelerator20, CGiS51, the Glift template library52, and NVIDIA Compute Unified 
Device Architecture (CUDA) 21. OpenCL22 is a very recently developed platform agnostic computing standard 
intended to unify dissimilar computational hardware. It was developed by Apple53 and maintained by Khronos 54, the 
same group that maintains the industry standard OpenGL specifications. OpenCL is a relatively new player in 
heterogeneous computing and not all hardware vendors support this specification at the time of writing this paper. 
However, the specification allows adapting to any supported computational hardware to perform programmable 
mathematical operations. 
 
This paper attempts to compare the performance characteristics of a CPU only and a CPU-GPU digital 
pheromone implementation of PSO on two different hardware acceleration APIs – GLSL and OpenCL. 
Additionally, hardware accelerated code is executed on two different computing workstations. 
III. Methodology 
A comparison of a population-based algorithm on a CPU and a GPU is denoted by pseudo code in Table 2 below. 
 
Table 2 Pseudo code comparing CPU and GPU 
CPU GPU 
for (i=1; i <= populationSize; i++) 
{ 
    result[i] = X1*X1 + X2*X2; 
} 
// id: identifying array index on GPU 
result[id] = X1[id]*X1[id] + 
X2[id]*X2[id] 
 
A CPU typically computes result for each population member serially in a loop. The result corresponding to 
population member 1 has no relation to the result corresponding to population member 2. This means that the 
computation time can be halved if result for population member 1 and 2 can be evaluated simultaneously. In a more 
general sense, computational time can be reduced manifold if result can be evaluated for all population members 
simultaneously in parallel. This is precisely what can be achieved on a GPU indicated by the second column in 
Table 2 above. Given design variable values for each swarm member on a GPU, result can be computed on a 
separate hardware thread and stored. Each hardware thread then returns the result back to the CPU into an array for 
further operations. In a PSO optimization routine, the bulk of the computational work comes from objective function 
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8 
evaluations. Thus, it was theorized that if objective function evaluations were delegated to the GPU, the efficiency 
of PSO would increase due to its data parallel architecture. Although the costs of accessing the main memory on a 
CPU for input/output of data into the GPU are high, the benefits of data parallelization would outweigh these CPU-
GPU network latencies. Figure 4 below is a general flowchart on executing PSO on a GPU. 
 
 
Figure 4 General Flowchart for GPU Hardware Acceleration of PSO with Digital Pheromones 
 
This paper attempts to implement a graphics hardware accelerated digital pheromone PSO where the objective 
function is evaluated on a GPU while the rest of the algorithm is implemented on a CPU. Performance comparison 
is then made between two different implementations on a GPU explained in subsequent sections. 
A. OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) 
 
Start 
Setup and initialize parameters 
for GPU operations 
Store design variables for each 
swarm member in an array 
Yes 
No 
Read back objective function 
values on CPU 
pBest, gBest and Target 
pheromone computation 
Velocity vector and particle 
position update 
Converged 
? 
Stop 
DVs 
Swarm Members 
Upload Design 
Variables to GPU 
Perform objective 
function evaluation in 
a SIMD architecture 
Store computed 
objective function 
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Commodity Graphical Processing Units (GPUs), commonly known as graphics cards or video cards were 
traditionally used for visualization purposes until recently. A user could control various parameters in a graphics 
code, but the underlying functionality and sequence of operations were fixed. In recent years, this fixed functionality 
has been replaced with the capability to perform not only graphical operations but also general purpose computing. 
In 2004, the industry open standard OpenGL 2.0 API was released providing a formal channel for programmability 
of vertex and fragment shading operations under core OpenGL specifications17.  
 
Figure 5 is a very simplified view of a fixed function graphics pipeline containing relevant information on data 
traversal from within the graphics application to the frame buffer in OpenGL. A frame buffer is the region of the 
graphics memory that is modified as a result of OpenGL rendering. In a general sense, the frame buffer corresponds 
to an OpenGL rendering in the window of a computer monitor. 
 
 
 
Figure 5 Simplified Graphics Pipeline (programmable components indicated) 
 
In the vertex transformation component, the input vertices are appropriately transformed and passed to the 
assembly component where the vertices are assembled into a geometric primitive. Also, per vertex operations such 
as lighting, texture coordinates, clipping against view frustum are computed in these components. Geometric 
primitives that passed through the primitive assembly component in the pipeline are decomposed into smaller units 
corresponding to pixels in the destination frame buffer in a process termed rasterization. Each decomposed small 
unit is called a fragment. For example, if a line covers 10 pixels on the screen, rasterization converts the line 
geometry information obtained from vertex primitive assembly component into 10 fragments. Each of these 
fragments is then subjected to various fragment processing operations such as texture mapping, fog, and coloring. 
The last stage of the graphics pipeline includes performing various per-fragment operations such as pixel ownership 
test, scissor test, alpha test, stencil test, and the depth test. The underlying operations for vertex and fragment 
processing are essentially mathematical and can be replaced by programmable vertex and fragment shaders as 
indicated on the right side of the Figure 5. Since fragment shaders (also called pixel shaders) are the closest to the 
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10 
frame buffer fill stage, programming pixel shaders is an appropriate choice to perform hardware acceleration for 
PSO using GLSL. A good introductory tutorial on general purpose GPU programming and GLSL is available here.55 
 
Shaders typically work very well with two-dimensional textures (analogous to 2D arrays on CPUs). Although 1D 
and 3D arrays are supported by GPUs, it is typically faster to compute and operate on 2D textures. Since the primary 
data holders in PSO are swarm members and their locations in the design space, it is a logical first step to create a 
2D texture that can hold the design variable values for all swarm members. Older OpenGL releases (pre 2.0) are 
compatible only with square textures (i.e. of size 2n – 32, 64, 128, etc). Therefore, a 2D texture of size 40 x 55 
previously required creation of a texture of size 64 x 64 where unused texture coordinates would be filled with 
zeroes. Although this approach is not a very efficient procedure, it previously served as a good work around to deal 
with operations on non-square textures. The later release of OpenGL however addresses this issue and can handle 
arbitrary rectangular textures, where texture memory can be fully utilized, and hence used for implementation in this 
research. 
 
 
Data transfer to the GPU is made by first preparing OpenGL for off-screen rendering through a Frame Buffer 
Object (FBO). Graphical objects typically are represented by 8-bit precision each for red, green, blue and alpha 
channels on a graphics window (computer screen). The purpose of a frame buffer object is to set up off-screen 
computations in a 32-bit floating-point precision manner and eliminate 8-bit precision for the red, green, blue and 
alpha channels. The next step is to define appropriate arrays and textures for facilitating inputs and outputs between 
CPUs and GPUs. The format of the textures created is GPU hardware specific. For example, the texture format on 
an NVIDIA GPU is denoted by ‘GL_FLOAT_R32_NV’ and a texture format on ATI GPU is denoted by 
‘GL_RGBA_FLOAT32_ATI’. Additionally, an orthogonal projection and a viewport are needed to provide a one-
to-one correspondence between geometry coordinates (used in rendering) and texture coordinates (data input) and 
pixel coordinates (data output). All these parameters can be set while initializing the FBO. 
 
Design variables for each swarm member are stored in an array and uploaded into the GPU memory as a 
rectangular texture. The design variable values for each swarm member are filled into each column of the 
rectangular texture. Figure 6 shows an example ‘design variable texture’ of size nxm with the data entry and storage 
sequence indicated by dashed arrows within the cells. In the design variable texture, ‘m’ is the number of swarm 
members and ‘n’ is the number of design variables. The lower rectangular ‘objective function texture’ of size 1xm 
 
 
Figure 6 Data Entry Sequence in a Texture and its Use for Objective Function Evaluation 
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holds the objective function values computed from each column of swarm members 1 through m from the design 
variable texture (Multiple Data). Each objective function texture entry requires a column of information (1 through 
n) from the design variable texture. 
 
The GLSL initialization phase includes preparing the GPU for computations within a framework. This stage 
involves defining and creating textures for off-screen computations. Design variables for each swarm member are 
stored into an array that automatically fills the design variable 2D texture as explained through Figure 6. The 
fragment shader is then invoked to perform per-pixel objective function evaluations. The fragment shader program 
consists of instructions to compute the objective function and is executed via rendering a quadrilateral to an off-
screen buffer initialized in FBO. Therefore, with a single instruction, computations are performed on multiple data 
(swarm members) at once to compute the objective function. 
B. Open Computing Language (OpenCL) 
 
OpenCL is a specification originally developed by Apple Inc. 56 enabling writing programs that can be executed 
on heterogeneous computing platforms like CPUs, GPUs and other supported processors. The specifications include 
a language for writing kernels (functions) that can execute on OpenCL supported devices and is similar to 
NVIDIA’s Cuda architecture in its computational interface. As opposed to a GPU only programming language like 
GLSL, OpenCL is capable of both task-parallel and data-parallel operations. Therefore, programs written in 
OpenCL can typically be executed both on a CPU as well as a GPU. If a host workstation does not have a supported 
video card, a properly written OpenCL program can fall back to use the host CPU for performing computations. It is 
platform agnostic and is not graphics in context. Thus, code written using OpenCL is portable and does not require 
any knowledge of computer graphics unlike GLSL. A good introductory tutorial on OpenCL is available here 57. 
 
Typically any computing operation performed using OpenCL is constituted as a work-item. There can be tens of 
thousands or millions of work-items executed at any instance on an OpenCL device.  For example, computing the 
objective function for one swarm member in a PSO can be considered as a work-item. A collection of work-items 
that execute on a single compute-unit is called a work-group. For example, a work-group can compute the objective 
function values for all swarm members. All work-items in a work-group execute the same kernel. Kernel can be 
thought of as a place that contains computer code to compute the objective function values for all work-items. An 
OpenCL device can have one or more compute-units, which are further divided into processing-elements. A work-
item may execute on one or more processing elements. An OpenCL application submits a set of commands from the 
host workstation to execute computations on the processing elements within an OpenCL compute device. Figure 7 
shows the platform model for OpenCL. The model consists of a host connected to one or more OpenCL devices 
(e.g., cores of a quad-core CPU, 480 core GTX 480 GPU, etc).  
 
 
Figure 7 OpenCL Platform model 
Figure courtesy: OpenCL specifications (revision 33, June 11, 2010, page 22) 58 
 
Design variable values for all swarm members on a CPU are packed into a giant one-dimensional array. An 
OpenCL work-group is initialized containing work-items equal to the swarm size. For example, a five dimensional 
problem with a swarm size of 50 will have 50 work-items. Each work-item can be thought of as a swarm member 
that can compute the objective function from its design variable values. An OpenCL kernel, which resembles C 
computer programming language in syntax, contains code for computing the objective function. Upon executing an 
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OpenCL command clEnqueueNDRangeKernel on the host workstation, the OpenCL kernel is triggered on the 
GPU. Each work-item (multiple data) computes the objective function described by its OpenCL kernel (single 
instruction). Therefore, at the end of the kernel execution, an array of objective function values corresponding to 
each work-item (i.e., each swarm member) is obtained and returned to the CPU. This process is repeated iteratively 
until a specified PSO convergence criteria is met. 
C. Choosing between GLSL and OpenCL 
Both GLSL and OpenCL are platform agnostic. That means, implementation on one platform can easily be 
ported to another platform with no/few changes to the source code. Also, the official specifications of both GLSL 
and OpenCL were designed to cater for future development of hardware. For example, double precision floating 
point operations were not possible on video cards until a few years ago. However, GLSL was designed to support 
double precision operations since the beginning. Despite having these features that equal both GLSL and OpenCL, 
there are a few characteristics that favor OpenCL.  
- GLSL is primarily graphics in context. That means, there is a substantial learning curve involved (including 
learning graphics concepts) before being able to adopt it into design processes, whereas OpenCL only 
requires understanding general concepts of Single Input Multiple Data (SIMD) architectures and coding 
syntax. 
- OpenCL has an added benefit of being able to fallback to using a CPU if a supported video card is not found 
on the workstation. GLSL does not have such a fallback option and the algorithm will fail to execute if 
supported hardware is not found on the workstation. 
- A well-implemented OpenCL code can leverage multiple computing cores in both the CPU and GPU for 
performing calculations. GLSL is not designed to support these features. 
- Since GLSL is graphical in context, computer code developed using GLSL requires a user to physically be 
present at the workstation for execution. However, OpenCL fully supports remote execution and a user does 
not physically need to be present. 
- More hardware vendors are tending their support for OpenCL.  
 
Although OpenCL has these distinct practical advantages, it is unknown if OpenCL will prove to be any beneficial 
over GLSL for running population based optimization routines such as PSO. The results section presented in section 
IV will attempt to answer this question. 
IV. Results 
In this section, preliminary results from implementing PSO with digital pheromones on a GPU when using 
GLSL and OpenCL are presented. Problems 1 – 4 (shown in Table 3) were used as test cases. The test problems are 
unconstrained and the published solution for all problems is 0.0000. Full mathematical descriptions for these test 
problems can be found in 59-61. 
 
Table 3 Test problem matrix for GPU parallelization 
Problem	   Test	  Problem	   Dimensions	  1	   Ackley’s	  path	  function	   10	  2	   Ackley’s	  path	  function	   20	  3	   Sum	  of	  Squares	   30	  4	   Griewank’s	  function	   50	  
A. Test Problem Settings 
The pheromone parameters used for the GPU implementation follows the values as established by the serial 
implementation of PSO with digital pheromones. Therefore, the value of c3 for lower dimensional problems (2D 
through 5D) is different from that of higher dimensional problems (above 5D). The values are: 
 
- c3 = 5.0 
- Pheromone decay, λp = 0.95, and 
- Move limit decay, λML = 0.95 
 
Though customization of parameters for each problem would further improve solution characteristics, the default 
parameter values catered well for most problems. A total of 35 trial runs were performed for each test case and were 
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benchmarked against test runs from CPU. Current generation graphics cards are capable of double precision 
computations but they come at an expense of efficiency. In most cases, double precision operations on GPUs do not offer 
any substantial benefit than using a CPU regardless of the number of hardware threads. Therefore, the test runs were 
executed using single precision. Also to emphasize the difference in performance between CPU and GPU, the test runs 
were performed only on the digital pheromone implementation of PSO. Basic PSO without digital pheromones was not 
implemented. 
 
Two computing environments were chosen for performing the test runs as listed in Table 4 below: 
 
Table 4 Computing Testbed for this research 
Workstation	   Operating	  System	  
System	  
Memory	  
CPU	   GPU	   Video	  driver	  version	  1	   RedHat	  Enterprise	  Linux	  5.5	   2GB	  400	  MHz	  DDR	  SDRAM	   Quad-­‐core	  Intel	  Xeon	  3.20	  GHz	   NVIDIA	  Quadro	  FX	  4600	   CUDA	  Driver:	  3.1	  NVIDIA	  Driver:	  258.19	  2	   RedHat	  Enterprise	  Linux	  5.5	   4	  GB	  1333	  MHz	  DDR3	  DIMM	   Eight	  core	  Intel	  Xeon	  W5580	  3.2	  GHz	   NVIDIA	  Quadro	  FX	  5800	   CUDA	  Driver:	  3.1	  NVIDIA	  Driver:	  258.19	  
 
The algorithm was implemented using C++ programming language, and the GPU implementation was made in GLSL 
and OpenCL, as described in section III-A and III-B. As a general rule of thumb, the swarm size was defined as 10 times 
the number of design variables, and was capped at 500 per processor as the dimensionality increased. At the time of 
writing this paper, the NVIDIA video driver 258.19 is available only to registered developers 45. The use of CUDA was 
limited only for debugging OpenCL code and no NVIDIA extensions were used to optimize the performance of OpenCL 
implementation. 
B. Results and Discussion 
i. Discussion of Objective Function values 
 
Table 5 provides a summary of results obtained from solving problems 1 – 4 listed in Table 3. Average, smallest 
and standard deviation of the objective function values obtained from the CPU and GPU (GLSL and OpenCL) 
implementation on each computing platform listed in Table 4 are indicated in the table.  
 
Table 5 Objective function values from CPU-GPU implementation 
Problem	   Platform	   Objective	  function	  
(Workstation	  1)	  
Objective	  function	  
(Workstation	  2)	  
	   	   Average	   Smallest	   Stdev	   Average	   Smallest	   Stdev	  CPU	   0.0002	   0.0001	   0.0001	   0.0003	   0.0001	   0.0001	  GPU	  GLSL	   0.0000	   0.0000	   0.0000	   0.0000	   0.0000	   0.0000	  Ackley	  10D	   GPU	  OpenCL	   0.0003	   0.0001	   0.0001	   0.0003	   0.0002	   0.0001	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  CPU	   0.4925	   0.0002	   2.1088	   0.0004	   0.0002	   0.0002	  GPU	  GLSL	   0.0001	   0.0000	   0.0000	   0.2679	   0.0000	   1.5847	  Ackley	  20D	   GPU	  OpenCL	   0.0004	   0.0002	   0.0001	   0.0003	   0.0002	   0.0001	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  CPU	   0.0006	   0.0000	   0.0023	   0.0001	   0.0000	   0.0001	  GPU	  GLSL	   6.8039	   0.0000	   40.0525	   0.0017	   0.0000	   0.0076	  Sum	  of	  Squares	  30D	   GPU	  OpenCL	   0.0001	   0.0000	   0.0001	   0.0001	   0.0000	   0.0002	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  CPU	   0.0000	   0.0000	   0.0000	   0.0000	   0.0000	   0.0000	  GPU	  GLSL	   0.0123	   0.0123	   0.0000	   0.0099	   0.0099	   0.0000	  Griewank	  50D	   GPU	  OpenCL	   0.3530	   0.0000	   2.0880	   0.0000	   0.0000	   0.0000	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The first observation that can be made from the table is that the digital pheromone implementation of PSO is able 
to solve all the test problems resulting in solutions very close to the published solution (0.0000). Second, the 
solutions obtained from using a GPU are not compromised in the solution accuracy in any degree. This observation 
applies to both the GLSL implementation as well as OpenCL. That means, results from both GLSL and OpenCL 
show that both implementations closely compete to being reasonable alternatives to CPUs. Besides, a consistency in 
performance was observed in the results from both GPU implementations on both workstations (workstation-1: 
NVIDIA Quadro FX 4600, and workstation-2: NVIDIA Quadro FX 5800). The general trends of the results in the 
table indicate that the solution values were consistent in all 35 trial runs, as seen by small standard deviations. The 
only significant outlier is the ‘Sum of Squares 30D’ problem executed on workstation 2 using GLSL 
implementation. The standard deviation is a very high 40.1. Of the 35 trial runs for the problem, trial run 18 reported 
a solution value of 236.9 increasing the standard deviation and the solution average to 6.80. The reason for this 
behavior could be attributed to the random nature of the PSO algorithm. Overall, the results therefore suggest that, 
pending an investigation of the solution efficiencies (discussed in section IV-B-ii), GPUs are very viable computing 
alternatives to using CPUs. 
 
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the progress of the objective function values with iteration number. Figure 8 shows 
the results from workstation-1 implementation (Quadro FX 4600) and Figure 9 shows results from workstation-2 
implementation (Quadro FX 5800). The legend in the figures is self-explanatory.  
 
It can be seen from Figure 8 (Quadro FX 4600) that all three implementations (CPU, GPU-GLSL and GPU-
OpenCL) on all test cases generally followed a similar pattern for change in objective function values as the number 
of iterations progressed. The objective function value for Ackley’s path function in general started in low 20s and 
reduced to less than 5 in the first 50 iterations and then attained close to the solution in the next 50 iterations. The 
objective function values for sum of squares 30D and Griewank 50D function followed a very steep change in the 
first 10 iterations and then flattened close to the solution value in the next 50 iterations. Although Figure 9 (Quadro 
FX 5800) is a different hardware platform, the change in objective function values with iteration number followed 
the same pattern as the results from Quadro 4600 implementation. This suggests that the algorithm is portable to 
different GPU hardware and results in consistent performance characteristics. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 8 Solution progress for test problems on workstation-1 (CPU, GPU-GLSL and GPU-OpenCL) 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 9 Solution progress for test problems on workstation-2 (CPU, GPU-GLSL and GPU-OpenCL) 
 
ii. Discussion of Solution Times 
 
The solution durations are tabulated in Table 6 below. 35 trial runs were performed for each test problem and the 
average and least values were noted and tabulated for both computational platforms (Quadro 4600 and 5800).  
 
Table 6 Solution durations from CPU-GPU implementations 
Problem	   Platform	   Solution	  duration	  in	  seconds	  
(Workstation	  1)	  
Solution	  duration	  in	  seconds	  
(Workstation	  2)	  
	   	   Average	   Least	   Average	   Least	  CPU	   25.29	   21.70	   22.37	   19.77	  GPU	  GLSL	   7.13	   4.53	   4.01	   2.20	  Ackley	  10D	   GPU	  OpenCL	   5.63	   3.26	   3.74	   2.45	  	   	   	   	   	   	  CPU	   48.92	   11.82	   45.45	   39.46	  GPU	  GLSL	   34.17	   8.37	   19.20	   0.44	  Ackley	  20D	   GPU	  OpenCL	   23.72	   6.29	   6.50	   4.55	  	   	   	   	   	   	  CPU	   60.95	   55.26	   55.91	   51.88	  GPU	  GLSL	   14.33	   1.44	   89.32	   6.92	  Sum	  of	  Squares	  30D	   GPU	  OpenCL	   12.51	   8.29	   8.16	   6.08	  	   	   	   	   	   	  CPU	   118.53	   99.44	   107.12	   97.76	  GPU	  GLSL	   29.90	   13.26	   19.90	   15.33	  Griewank	  50D	   GPU	  OpenCL	   27.62	   3.59	   17.31	   7.49	  
 
The most significant aspect of the results tabulated above is the difference in solution durations between a CPU 
and the GPU implementation (GLSL and OpenCL). For example, the average solution duration on the 10D Ackley’s 
path function is 25.3 seconds executed on the CPU on workstation-1, where as the GLSL implementation on the 
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GPU resulted in 7.1 seconds. This is  a ~72% decrease in the computation time when implemented on an older 
generation 4600 Quadro video card. Further, the OpenCL implementation raked in ~78% time savings. On the 
newer 5800 video card, the decrease in computation time for the 10D Ackley’s path function is ~84% with OpenCL. 
For this test problem, the trial run that resulted in a lowest solution duration was 19.7 seconds when using CPU 
alone (5800 workstation), but the least solution duration was less than 3 seconds when using OpenCL on a GPU. As 
discussed in Section IV-B-i, the objective function values obtained are close to the published solution values as well. 
The pattern in decreased solution times can be observed on all test problems and on both workstation environments. 
This suggests that adopting a GPU is a very viable computing alternative for solving optimization problems. A 
cluster of CPUs can improve the solution time manifold, but the benefit from SIMD parallelization through a GPU 
far outweighs the cost of expensive CPU computer clusters. 
 
The solution duration numbers from the table above also contrast the performance of GLSL versus OpenCL. The 
results show a clear trend that the OpenCL implementation stands out to be more efficient compared to the GLSL 
implementation. For example, when compared to GLSL there is about 66% decrease in solution time with OpenCL 
on Ackley’s 20D path function on a Quadro 5800 card. Similarly, there is a 90% decrease in solution time for Sum 
of squares 30D problem when using OpenCL on a Quadro 5800 card. That mentioned, the solution time 
improvement using OpenCL is only about 8% on the Griewank 50D problem on the 4600 Quadro card, and 13% on 
the 5800 Quadro video card. This tells that the magnitude of solution time decrease using OpenCL is not always 
consistent. Regardless of the magnitude, OpenCL has consistently surpassed GLSL’s performance in solution 
durations in all the test cases. The only notable outlier is the 30D Sum of Squares problem on Quadro 4600. The 
least solution time of all 35 trial runs was 1.44 seconds for GLSL whereas it is 8.29 seconds for OpenCL. This case 
corresponded to the trial run that did not solve when using GLSL, as mentioned in section IV-B-i. Care has been 
taken to set up comparable computing environments for both GLSL and OpenCL. It is theorized that the use of an 
off-screen OpenGL window to perform computations has added an overhead for GLSL. 
 
The number of test cases for comparing GLSL and OpenCL are limited to four in this research. Although these 
test cases alone cannot generalize the claim that OpenCL outperforms GLSL in all aspects, the results provide 
promising evidence that OpenCL can be a feasible alternative to using GLSL for hardware acceleration of 
population based optimization routines such as PSO. Besides, the results further accentuate the advantages of 
OpenCL listed in section III-C of the paper. 
 
V. Conclusion 
The performance of digital pheromone implementation of PSO is compared and contrasted on different 
computing platforms. Three implementations – CPU only, GPU GLSL and GPU OpenCL were tested. Specifically, 
the objective function evaluation was sourced to the GPU for GLSL and OpenCL implementations. It was found that 
the digital pheromone implementation of PSO has very good solution accuracy characteristics. Additionally, 
dramatic solution efficiencies were observed when using GLSL and OpenCL. OpenCL in general has significant 
advantages as explained in section III-C. OpenCL results in this are research further accentuated these merits by 
proving that the solution efficiency of OpenCL is better compared to GLSL implementation. Although the number 
of test cases used in this research may not be sufficient for making generalized claims about the merits of OpenCL 
compared to GLSL, they provided compelling evidence that it is a promising alternative for using expensive CPU 
computer clusters.  
 
As a part of near future work, attempts will be made to implement the entire PSO algorithm on the GPU with 
minimal interference from the host CPU. It is possible to further improve the GPU efficiency (i.e., decrease solution 
times) using hardware specific extensions (e.g., using NVIDIA CUDA alongside OpenCL), which will be 
investigated for future work. A CUDA only implementation could have been a beneficial benchmark for the results, 
and is a near future extension for this research. 
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